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NOTE
(i)

In this report, "$" refers to US dollars.

This safeguards monitoring report is a document of the borrower. The views expressed herein do not
necessarily represent those of ADB's Board of Directors, Management, or staff, and may be
preliminary in nature.
In preparing any country program or strategy, financing any project, or by making any designation of or
reference to a particular territory or geographic area in this document, the Asian Development Bank
does not intend to make any judgments as to the legal or other status of any territory or area.
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I.
•

•

GENERAL BRIEFING

Summary on EMP/RP/DDR implementation
-

The Contractors (MB-WS, MB-WW, MB-UR, MB-MRF) submitted the Site
Environmental Management Plans (SEMP) to the PMU and were approved before
commencement of construction in accordance with the regulations.

-

A number of mitigation measures that have not been fully complied with have been
requested for implementation by the Monitoring Consultant and the PMU.

-

Training on environmental monitoring for the Contractors which have signed contracts
between July and December 2017 have been carried out.

-

In general, the preparation, approval, and implementation of Due Diligence Report
(DDR) – WSS & WWTP; DDR - CAP Urban Road; In-depth appraisal of Road-1B are
slower than required. At present there are 2/2 of DDR - WSP & WWTP; DDR - CAP
Urban Road and 1 in-depth verification of Road-1B have been approved.

-

The formulation, approval and implementation of the compensation, support and site
clearance plans have been basically completed, except one household in Road 51
which is in a civil dispute and the court is handling it and 01 company in the
wastewater treatment project has not received compensation but handed over land to
the PMU.

-

Most of the corrective actions required by the DDR - WSP & WWTP and the DDR CAP Urban Road have been implemented and completed.The corrective actions
include the support for job change and job finding for households whose agricultural
land is acquired and support for stabilization of livelihoods of severely affected
households. However, it is necessary to survey and evaluate the compensation
prices of architectural works, plants and crops on affected land at the time the
compensation is implemented in comparison with the market prices. If there are any
differences, additional compensation plan should be made.

-

For the livelihood restoration activities for affected households, the implementation is
slower than the schedule approved in the DDR - WSP & WWTP; the DDR - CAP
Urban Road; In-depth verification of Road-1B.

Monitoring activities
-

Monitoring the Contractor's EMP compliance is carried out daily/weekly by the
construction supervision consultant (CS) through visual inspection in the field. PMU
staffs also conduct periodic or unscheduled monitoring at the site. The EMP
Contractor's environmental management effectiveness is assessed subjectively by
the safety supervisors and the environmental monitoring officers of the CS.

-

During this reporting period, the PMU signed contract with the environmental quality
monitoring consultant. The subcontractor of the monitoring consultant conducted
sampling and analysis of environmental indicators with regard to: air, soil, surface
water and groundwater. Most indicators are within the limits of the current standards
of Vietnam.

-

The separate community consultation on environmental issues was not organized
during this reporting period because the consultations were organized in the updating
of the EMPs of the subprojects and because most packages have just started the
construction.

-

The training on labor safety, HIV/AIDS communications, site management and
contract management were implemented by the PMU in cooperation with the
Technical Assistance Consultant (TA Consultant) in Sept-Oct. 2017.
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•

•

•

-

The monitoring of the compensation and assistance payment to the affected
households identified in the DDR - WSP&WWTP; DDR – CAP Urban Road which
were approved was implemented.

-

The support for the AHs during the implementation of livelihood restoration activities
was implemented.

Key issues, remedial actions and complaints
-

The environmental mitigation measures under the EMPs and the Site Environmental
Management Plans which were approved have been implemented;

-

The CS supervises the implementation of Contractors' mitigation measures and
environmental efficiency daily, providing site instructions for adjustments and addition
activities if the Contractor's mitigation measures are not met the requirements. No
complaints about environment were noted;

-

The preparation, approval, and implementation of DDR - WSP & WWTP; DDR - CAP
Urban Road; In-depth verification of Road-1B are delayed, affecting the progress of
the Project;

-

Livelihood restoration activities for affected households are delayed than the
schedule approved in the DDR - WSP & WWTP; DDR - CAP Urban Road; Due
Dilligence of Road-1B.

Key activities planned in the next reporting period
-

Monitoring the compliance of the Contractors and the CS relating to the reporting
regime as required in the EMPs;

-

Continuing livelihood restoration activities;

-

Solving existing cases in the site clearance and arising problems (if there are);

Comments
-

The compliance with the EMP to implement mitigation measures has been
implemented; some environmental issues - workplace safety must be considered by
the Contractors during the next reporting period;

-

The supervision of the construction consultant (CS) was started as soon as the
construction commenced. The construction progress reports and monthly
environmental monitoring reports for each package are completed and submitted on
schedule;

-

The coordination among the parties in the environmental management system is not
good enough;

-

The activities related to land acquisition, site clearance and resettlement are still
behind schedule, affecting the construction of the packages, therefore, the progress
of these activities should be accelerated;

-

The implementation of livelihood restoration activities was timely and adequate to
help the affected households to stabilize and improve their livelihoods.

II.

PROJECT OVERVIEW, GENERAL ON SAFEGUARD ISSUES

1. Project overview
1. Project objectives: The improved transport links among the Greater Mekong Sub-region
(GMS) countries have been strengthening urban connections and building firm base for
people, goods and services more efficiently. This pre-requisite condition also contributes
significantly to the enhancement of trade in the border districts and town corridors. The
cities and towns along the Southern Economic Corridor (SEC) that links Vietnam with
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Cambodia and the East-West Economic Corridor (EWEC) that links Vietnam with Lao
PDR are strategically located and acting as active growth engines for investment and
economic development. Despite the enormous and available economic opportunities, the
urban corridors are facing challenges in meeting urban infrastructure needs and
necessary support services for rapid urban population growth and expansion of urban
areas. Given the favorable environment for developing local strategic economies,
providing sufficient infrastructure and institutional capacity to manage future
development, the urban corridors are expected to attract investments from the public
sector into the urban environmental infrastructure and at the same time encourages
private investment that is interested in investing in urban economic infrastructure.
2. The GMS Project in Tay Ninh Province consists of 4 sub-projects:
(i). Moc Bai Urban Road Subproject.
-

Location: Moc Bai urban area, Ben Cau district, Tay Ninh province.

-

Construction of 05 traffic roads with the length of 11.75 km.

(ii). Moc Bai Water Supply Plant Subproject
-

Location: Moc Bai urban area, Ben Cau district, Tay Ninh province.

-

Capacity: 7,000 m3/day-night

(iii). Moc Bai Wastewater Treatment Plant Subproject
-

Location: Moc Bai urban area, Ben Cau district, Tay Ninh province.

-

Capacity: 9,000 m3/day-night (the first phase is 3,000 m3/day-night)

(iv). Moc Bai Waste Recovery and Classification Facility Subproject
-

Location: Thanh Duc commune, Go Dau district

-

Capacity: 8 tons of waste per day.

2. Project progress
(i) Construction Packages
3. There are totally 04 Packages of the civil works for 4 subprojects in Moc Bai as described
in the table below.
Table 1. Summary of names and codes of the civil work packages to be used in the
report
No.

Name of Packages

Code

1

Moc Bai Urban Roads

MB-UR

2

Moc Bai Water Supply Plant

MB-WS

3

Moc Bai Waste water Treatment Plant

4

Moc Bai Material Recovery Facility

MB-WWTP
MB-MRF

4. Moc Bai Urban Road Package: signed with the Contractor in November 2017 and issued
the Notice to Proceed on November 13, 2017.
5. Moc Bai Water Supply Plant Package: MB-WS signed with the Contractor in February
2017 and and issued the Notice to Proceed on July 10, 2017.
6. Moc Bai Wastewater Treatment Plant Package: MB-WWTP completed the bidding
qualification; negotiated and signed with the Contractor in May 2017 and issued the the
Notice to Proceed on July 10, 2017.
7. Moc Bai Material Recovery Facility Package: signed with the Contractor in March 2017
and issued the Notice to Proceed on 8 May 2017.
(ii) Consulting Services Packages
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8. Construction Supervision and Equipment Installation Package (CS-24): awarded
contract, the CS is ready for the construction supervision.
9. Independent Monitoring Package (IMO): started by Human Resource Development and
Consultancy Ltd. Co. (CHR) since 01/12/2015 to monitor the activities related to land
acquisition, compensation, resettlement and environmental issues.
10. Project Management Support and Capacity Development Consultant package (PMSCD):
the Joint Venture of Fichtner - Anycon - Dohwa started since 12/11/2014. The PMSCD
consultant will mobilize international and national specialists to support the PMU in
professional areas like technology, resettlement, environment, training, monitoring and
evaluation.
Table 2. Project overview, summary of project progress

Safeguard Category

Environment

B

Indigenous peoples

C

Involuntary
Resettlement

B

Reporting period:

July to December 2017

Previous reporting
date:

30/06/2017

Key activities in
reporting period:

• Contract awarding: See Section 2 (i) – The Civil Work Packages
• Working progress (% physical completion): see details in the
table below
• Status of approval of safety issues/licenses/agreements:
- Submission of the ADB's first half-year report 2017 on
monitoring the implementation of the Gender Action Plan.
- Negotiation and signing contract with the Construction
Supervision Consultant (CS) for the implementation of
environmental monitoring for the GMS Packages.
- Approval of all Site Environmental Management Plans (SEMP)
• Carrying out the training courses: see Section VI for details.
• Carrying out the land acquisition, site clearance and resettlement
activities;
• Preparation and approval 02 of DDR - WSP & WWTP; DDR CAP Urban Road; In-depth verification of Road-1B;
• Implementation of 4/12 livelihoods activities;

Reported by:

PMU Tay Ninh/IMO

Table 3. General progress of the Project
No.
1
2
3
4
Progress

Code
MB-MRF (CW-10)
MB-UR (CW-8)
MB-WS (CW-7)
MB-WWTP (CW9)

DED/Consultancy
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Bidding
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Construction
progress
98%
7%
10%
20%
34.9%
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3. Implementation of safety plans
11. The institutional structure and responsibilities of the stakeholders in the EMP
implementation are set out in Section VII. Institutional structure and responsibilities in the
update of Environmental Management Plans approved by the ADB. With regard to the
environmental safeguards, the PMU established an Environmental Working Group of 03
officers to ensure the environmental management plan to be implemented in all
investment components. In addition, the PMSCD mobilized environmental specialists to
assist the Environmental Working Group in implementing the project's environmental
safeguards.
12. The responsibilities of Executing Agency, Implementing Agency, PMU, Construction
Supervision Consultant (CS), Loan Monitoring Consultant, Contractors in the
implementation of the EMP are described in the table below.
Table 4. The Responsibilities of stakeholders in EMP implementation
Name of Agency

Execution Agency
(Tay Ninh PPC)

Implementation
Agency - Tay Ninh
Economic Zone
Authority

PMU

Responsibilities
1. Ensure the compliance with the Loan Contract;
2. Approve bidding plans, bidding documents, bidding evaluation reports and
award of contracts including Environmental Management Plan;
3. Submit quarterly and annual reports of the sub-projects to the ADB,
including the reports related to the implementation of the Environmental
Management Plan;
4. Ensure the compliance to the subproject implementation in accordance with
the ADB's environmental and social safeguards policies;
5. Approve proposed activities in the case of adverse financial audits or
monitoring and evaluation reports.
1. Coordinate and monitor the implementation of the PMU activities, including
environmental protection activities;
2. Coordinate the PMU's capacity development program (PMU)
3. Submit for necessary approvals from relevant departments and other
organizations such as DoNREs before awarding civil works contracts;
4. Support the Environmental Management Task Force/Project Management
Unit (PMU) in the implementation of the Environmental Management Plan;
5. Coordinate periodic reports of the PMU to the Execution Agency on the
implementation of the Environmental Management Plan;
6. Perform regular quality control and inspections of project items;
7. Manage the handover of project items to operation and maintenance
agencies.
1. Disseminate the Grievance Redress Mechanism (GRM)
2. Ensure that the Environmental Management Plan is initiated by responsible
parties as provided in this Environmental Management Plan;
3. Prepare and submit semi-annual reports of the subprojects/components
including environmental protection reports;
4. Monitoring the Contractors in their implementing the Environmental
Management Plan;
5. Ensure the Environmental Management Plan to be incorporated in the
detailed design and civil contracts;
6. Ensure the implementation of the Environmental Management Plan; submit
periodic monitoring reports to the Execution Agency and the Implementing
Agency.

Contractors

1. Implement the requirements of the Environmental Management Plan and
related reporting requirements;
2. Develop and submit the Monitoring Consultants for approval of specific site
environmental management plans (EMP) to meet the requirements of the
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3.
4.

5.
6.

Construction
Supervision
Consultant (CS)

Environmental Management Plan (EMP);
Obtain necessary permits for construction of the components;
Appoint a full-time qualified staff to coordinate the implementation of the
Environmental Management Plan (EMP), including environmental, health
and safety issues;
Cooperate with the PMU to resolve complaints under the Grievance
Redress Mechanism.
Appoint environmental officers, who will be responsible for ensuring the
mitigation measures and the Environmental Management Plan (EMP) to be
implemented and reported regularly.

1. The CS is responsible for monitoring the number of mitigation measures for
environmental protection.
2. Review site management and site safety plans in accordance with the
approved safety plans, contractual obligations and current regulations.
3. Conduct periodic environmental monitoring in accordance with the
approved monitoring plan.

Independent
Monitoring
Organization (IMO)

1. Evaluate the environmental status of the project/subproject areas and
provide independent, periodic assessment of the compliance with
environmental protection during project implementation through monitoring
of impacts and compliance;
2. Assess environmental issues such as: biodiversity, changes in soil and
water environment, cultural and physical resources caused by noise, dust,
waste, substances toxic, safe public health and careers;
3. Assist the IA to carry out community consultation with APs and other
relevant stakeholders and documentation of the consultative results in the
periodic monitoring reports;
4. Identify relevant areas for biodiversity conservation and environmentally
sensitive areas; provide measures to prevent and protect these areas;

Table 5. Responsibilities of stakeholders in DDR-CAP implementation
Name of Agency

Responsibilities

Execution
Agency
(Tay Ninh PPC)

Tay Ninh Provincial People's Committee is the Execution Agency (EA), which
will supervise all subproject activities including RPs. The Department of
Planning and Investment is the Implementing Agency (IA).

Implementation
Agency - Tay Ninh
Economic
Zone
Authority

Tay Ninh Provincial People's Committee established a Provincial Project
Management Unit (or Project Management Unit - PMU). The PMU plays an
active role in the project preparation and implementation, including RP
monitoring. Two resettlement specialists (PMSCD) were selected to support
the resettlement implementation. The PMU has worked closely with local
authorities and relevant agencies to implement the Project, including updating
and implementation of updated RPs and preparation of semi-annual reports.
The PMU will cooperate with the relevant agencies and the consultants to
organize training courses on livelihood restoration/incomes of affected
households in need.

Ben
Cau
District
People’s Committee

Ben Cau District People’s Committee plays an important role in the
implementation of land acquisition and resettlement, especially the GRM.

Ben Cau District Land
Fund
Development
Center (LFDC)

Ben Cau District Land Fund Development Center is assigned to undertake the
activities related to land acquisition, site clearance and resettlement. The main
tasks include: (i) plan the DMS; (iii) implement the DMS; (iii) compile DMS data
(iv) set up compensation plans; (v) pay compensation; (vi) participate in
complaint settlement, etc.
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Regarding the implementation of compensation, the Center will work closely
with the People's Committees of the project wards to achieve the following
issues:
• Prepare "Household Compensation Form", detailing all types of impacts
with corresponding compensation levels. This will also include all types of
resettlement support and income restoration;
• Notify the households of the payment plans at least two (2) weeks in
advance;
• Propose the total compensation amounts for the households and explain
in detail the rights and interests of the people under the project policy and
explain how the compensation is calculated;
• If the households accept payment of compensation, inform them of the
exact dates of payment and the payment process;
• Document compensation payment. Copies of compensation documents
will be provided to the APs. Copies will also be provided to project external
monitoring agencies for monitoring and reporting;
• Regularly prepare and update databases and household lists, including
disbursement date information for monitoring purposes;
• Keep prior notification of site clearance to compensation receptions by the
APs.
Ward/commune/town
PCs

Local authorities play an important role in the planning and implementation of
resettlement activities. The responsibilities of these entities include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Local Mass
Organisations

Monitor and register for new settlers in the area. Local authorities are
responsible for informing residents and new residents not to build
houses/structures in planned areas.

The relevant mass organizations meeting different needs of the people have
been mobilized to participate in development and implementation of support
measures. They include mass organizations in Vietnam such as communitybased organizations (CBOs: the Fatherland Front, Women's Unions, Farmers'
Unions and other organizations active in the project area). Their tasks include:
•
•
•

PMSCD Consultant

Coordinate and work closely with the stakeholders to conduct consultation,
census and DMS surveys and other resettlement related activities;
Participate in the Grievance Redress Mechanism and ensure that the
grievance is resolved;
Support people in negotiation and compensation;
Join local organizations to carry out RP activities;
Verify the list of affected households and sign the compensation records;

Cooperate with the stakeholders to provide vocational training to
households;
Cooperate with support agencies related to the output of agricultural
products and farmer training or other income-generating activities;
Support the social budget program to ensure the benefits of the affected
households.

The PMSCD includes 01 international and 01 national resettlement specialist
to assist and monitor regularly social and resettlement-related activities. The
team's responsibilities include:
• Co-operate closely with the PMU, Land fund Development Center, local
authorities and resettlement committees at all levels relating to
resettlement activities;
• Support the implementation of community information and participation
campaigns;
• Support the implementation of census verification, damage inventory
surveys and detailed survey and survey activities;
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Check the accuracy of the prepared database of people and provide
improvements where applicable;
Support the preparation of RP updates;
Support and improve, if any, mechanism for coordination of compensation
and resettlement activities;
Ensure that complaints are resolved in a timely and correct manner;
Establish and implement a mechanism for liaising with the project
management unit, local administrative agencies, resettlement committees
and relevant government agencies, to ensure technical and post- be
appropriate;
Establish and implement procedures for on-going internal monitoring;
Design and provide capacity building for relevant stakeholders, as needed,
in ADB's areas of resettlement policy, participation and dissemination of
information, gender and development issues and livelihood restoration
program.

4. The updated EMPs and DDR-CAP, including safety requirements in the contract
agreements

13. The updated Environmental Management Plans are required for all subprojects. By the
end of December 2017, all EMPs were submitted and approved by the ADB. The time for
approval of the updated EMPs for each specific subproject is shown in the table below.
Table 6. Updating and Approval of EMPs
Components

Approval time
updated EMPs

of

Requirements on EMP in the Bidding
Documents and Contracts

MB-WS – Moc Bai
Water Supply Plant

September 2016

The updated EMP is included in the bidding
documents, and is part of Contract No.
02/2017/HDXL dated 23/02/2017.

MB-MRF – Moc
Bai
Material
Recovery Facility

September 2016

The updated EMP is included in the bidding
documents, and is part of Contract
No.03/2017/HĐXL dated 09/03/2017.

MB-UR – Moc Bai
Urban Roads

June 2016

The updated EMP is included in the bidding
documents, and is part of Contract
No.05/2017/HĐGT dated 05/10/2017.

MB-WW - Moc Bai
Wastewater
Treatment Plant

October 2016

The updated EMP is included in the bidding
documents, and is part of Contract
No.04/2017/HĐXL dated 24/04/2017.

14. Appendix - Specific Conditions for Bidding Documents in the updated EMP clearly states
that the Contractors shall prepare Site Environmental Management Plans to fully meet
the updated EMP approved by the ADB. The Contractors must include the Action Plan in
their bids to commit to understand and comply with the IFC on Environmental Health and
Safety Directive (2007).
Table 7. Summary of Site Environmental Management Plans of Contractors that were
submitted and approved
No.

Name of Packages

Code

Date of submission and
approval of SEMP

1

Moc Bai Water Supply Plant

MB-WS-CW7

5/7/2017

2

Moc Bai Urban Roads

MB-UR-CW8

21/11/2017

3

Moc Bai Wastewater Treatment Plant

MB-WW-CW9

5/7/2017

4

Moc Bai Material Recovery Facility

MB-MRF-CW10

6/6/2017
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Table 8. Updating and approval of DDR-CAP
No.

DDR-CAP

Approved

1

DDR-CAP WSP&WWTP

6/7/2017

2

DDR – CAP Urban Road

13/10/2017

3

Due Dilligence Report for Road1B

III.

6/9/2017

Incorporation of requirements in
Bidding Documents/Contracts
The Contractors were disseminated of
the ADB's regulations on construction
permission only when people hand
over premises without complaints.

MONITORING OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN IMPLEMENTATION

1. Current implementation of EMP (mitigation measures)
15. During the reporting period, all packages have started construction. The mitigation
measures in the EMPs have been implemented as soon as the Project commenced.
16. The Contractor of the MB-WS-CW7 Package - Moc Bai Water Supply Plant started on 17
July 2017. The site environmental management plan (SEMP) was approved by the CS.
The main activities at site include the construction of the water treatment plant,
transformer station, raw water and water supply pipelines, renting offices and building
shelters for workers. The Contractor has implemented the appropriate mitigation
measures proposed in the EMP in accordance with the site environmental management
plan.
17. The Contractor of MB-UR-CW8 Package - Moc Bai Urban Roads started on November
15, 2017. The site environmental management plan (SEMP) was approved by the CS.
The main activities at site include the construction of 5 roads and renting offices and
building shelters for workers. The Contractor has implemented the appropriate mitigation
measures proposed in the EMP in accordance with the site environmental management
plan.
18. The Contractor of the MB-WWTP-CW9 Package – The Construction, Procurement of
Goods and Equipment for Moc Bai Urban Wastewater Treatment Plant Subproject
commenced on 16 July 2017. The site environmental management plan (SEMP) was
approved by the CS. The main activities at site include the construction of the water
treatment plant and the pump station, renting offices and building shelters for workers.
There are material mines of obvious origin like the sand mine in Ben Cau, Tay Ninh. The
Contractor has implemented the appropriate mitigation measures proposed in the EMP in
accordance with the site environmental management plan.
19. The Contractor of MB-MRF-CW10 Package - Construction of Moc Bai Waste Recovery
and Classification Facility. The Contractor is the TBS Company. The commencement
date of construction was 08/06/2017. By the end of December 2017, the main
construction activities which have been carried out are: construction of workshops,
offices, water supply and drainage and lighting systems, drilling wells, building toilets.
The internal road has not been implemented yet. There are material mines of obvious
origin like the sand mine from Dau Tieng lake - Tay Ninh, the stone mine from Loc Trung
Quarry - Tay Ninh. The Contractor has implemented the appropriate mitigation measures
proposed in the EMP in accordance with the site environmental management plan.
20. Table 8 summarizes the mitigation measures implemented by the Contractors (MB-WSCW7; MB-UR-CW8; MB-WWTP-CW9 and MB-MRF-CW10) since the construction
commencement. The assessment of the effectiveness of the environmental management
measures by Contractors was based on the level of compliance with the Environmental
Management Measures in the updated EMPs and the SEMPs.
21. The issues in need of further actions from the previous reporting period and in this
reporting period are summarized in Table 8. The issues are identified in the assessment
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of the compliance with the implementation of the mitigation measures in the updated
EMPs. If a requirement is fully complied, there is usually no further action that requires.
Table 9. Compliance with requirements in the EMP (Environmental effectiveness)
Requirements in EMP

Compliance status
(Yes, No, Partial)

Comments
reasons for
compliance

or
non-

Issues that need
further actions

1. MB-WS-CW7: Moc Bai Water Supply Plant
1.
The
Contractor
submits SEMP to PMU
for approval before
commencement
of
construction

Complied.

Complied in part.

2. Water drainage at
site

The Contractor has set
up
embankment,
temporary
drainage
ditches
inside
the
construction site of the
water supply treatment
plant, pressure pumping
station, clearing the flow
at
the
pipeline
construction.

Complied.
Filling soil for pipeline
ditch and levelling the
plant was compacted.
3.
Erosion
sedimentation

and

Excess soil was neatly
levelled and transported
to dump site.

At the plant and the
pumping station, the
soil levelling is in
progress;
the
embankment is not
firm, making water
overflow into the site.

Levelling the plant
and pump station
areas to ensure the
drainage
slope,
construction
of
surface
drainage
system based on the
design.
When pipelines are
built, the premises
should be recovered
immediately to avoid
obstructing
natural
drainage.

Filling and levelling the
plant and the pump
station areas must
ensure that each layer
is
compacted
according
to
the
design. Build fences to
prevent erosion.
After
building
the
pipelines, the premises
should be recovered
within the same day.

Complied in part.
4. Air pollution (dust);
People’s
livelihood
disturbance (noise)
Dust
from
running
motorcycles,
smoke,
exhaust gases from
equipment:
trucks,
bulldozers,
and
excavators.
Noise caused by: brick
cutters,
excavators,
bulldozers,
material
trucks

On dry weather days,
due to the earthwork,
dust is generated along
the pipeline construction
routes.
The
Contractor
has
periodically watered dust
twice a day.

The Contractor should
maintain
machinery
and
equipment
periodically; repair the
site road to transport
materials
smoothly;
passing
residential
areas, trucks and cars
must slow down and
do not use horns.
Fully watering brick
cutters to limit dust
generation. Water the
road to the site.
Provide respirators to
workers.
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Compliance status
(Yes, No, Partial)

Comments
reasons for
compliance

or
non-

Complied in part.

The
Contractor
should: arrange two
traffic regulators at
the two ends of the
site;

Vehicles to the site
frequently obstruct traffic.
5.
Transport,
construction and urban

Issues that need
further actions

Gathering
materials,
construction
materials
and
pipe
installation
occupy roads, sidewalks.

Materials should be
collected neatly.
Soil trucks should not
operate during peak
hours.

Complied in part.
The Contractor provides
periodical
labor
protection for workers.
The Contractor organizes
periodical health check
for workers every 1 year.
6.Labor safety

Workers inadequately
wear labor protection;
Electric
wires
to
construction machine
are hung on temporary
support posts; some
wires remain on the
ground.
Barriers,
safety
warning ropes are
missing, causing traffic
insecurity.
Temporarily stairs are
installed by a few steel
bars and lack of
handrails.

Complied.

7.Loss of trees and
vegetation

The construction of the
main works and clean
water pipeline requires
cutting some of trees on
the route and the existing
lawn.

Fully
equip
with
shoes,
hats
and
protective gloves for
workers.
Conductors must be
hung
on
wooden
posts, not on the
ground.

The site of the pump
station and the plant
will have green tree
strips of trees, grass
and shrubs to restore
the vegetation which is
occupied
by
the
construction site.
When the pipeline is
filled,
organic
soil
should be used and do
not use soil with brick
and stone to ensure
that vegetation can
grow back.

Complied.
8. Impact on people at
the construction site of
raw water and clean
water pipes.

The
Engineer
in
charge of labor safety
of
the
Contractor
should
regularly
remind the workers to
comply with the labor
safety;

Construction of pipeline
through residential yards,
in front of households
doing business makes
them interrupted and
hampers their business.

The Contractor should
finish
the
works
section by section and
restore the site to
minimize impact on the
households.

Complied.
9.
Management
construction camps

of

The functional areas in
construction camps are
fully equipped: desks,
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Compliance status
(Yes, No, Partial)

Comments
reasons for
compliance

or
non-

Issues that need
further actions

living area, kitchen, WC,
first
aid
medicine
cabinets,
fire
extinguishers, site rules.
Complied.
10. Training on labor
safety,
site
management
and
HIV/AIDS
communications.

The
Contractor
was
trained by the PMU and
the PMSCD Consultant
during the period of
September-October
2017.

2. MB-UR CW8: Moc Bai Urban Roads
1.
The
Contractor
submits SEMP to PMU
for approval before
commencement
of
construction

Complied.

Complied.
Fully arrange houses for
workers, camps with
toilets, dustbins.
2. Workers’ camps

There
are
sanitation
workers in the camps.
Collected
waste
is
treated by the Urban
Environment Company.
Complied in part.

3. Air pollution: Dust on
construction routes

Soil material trucks are
covered, running on road
will cause dust.

Regularly
water
against dust; trucks
in/out the site should
be
covered
by
canvas.

The
Contractor
periodically waters dust
but not thoroughly.
Complied in part.

4.Management of soil
and waste soil

Land, rock, sand is
purchased from licensed
mines.

Arrange
dumpsite
approved by DoNRE.
There is no organic,
sludge dumpsite.

Sludge is temporarily
gathered on the site.
Complied in part.
5. Waste management
on site: fuel containers,
cement bags, waste
concrete specimens ...

6. Labor safety

Transport of organic
soil, dredged sludge
to the designated
place.

The
site
will
have
warehouses, dustbins to
contain domestic waste.

Some empty fuel tanks
are on the route
without
being
collected.

Collection
and
classification
of
construction waste for
reuse or retention in
the
warehouses,
transport to elsewhere
for recycling.

Complied in part.

Workers have not fully
complied with the use
of labor protection
during their working

The
Contractor’s
Safety Officer reminds
workers to comply
with and issue a

The Contractor provides
periodical
labor
protection for workers.
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7. Traffic safety

Compliance status
(Yes, No, Partial)

Comments
reasons for
compliance

or
non-

The Contractor organizes
periodical health check
for workers every 1 year.

time.

Complied in part.

There are no warning
lights (battery) at deep
pits near the road.

The site has fences and
warning signs.

Issues that need
further actions
penalty
mechanism
for the failure at site.

Equip night warning
lights.

Complied.
8. Training on labor
safety,
site
management
and
HIV/AIDS
communications

The
Contractor
was
trained by the PMU and
the PMSCD Consultant
during the period of
September-October
2017.
Complied.
Fully arrange houses for
workers, camps with
toilets, dustbins.

9. Workers’ camps

There
are
sanitation
workers
at
camps.
Collected
waste
is
treated by the Urban
Environmental Company.

3. MB-WW-CW9: Moc Bai Wastewater Treatment Plant
1.The
Contractor
submits SEMP to PMU
for approval before
commencement
of
construction

Complied.

2.Water
site

Complied in part.

drainage

at

Levelling the plant
area to ensure the
drainage
slope,
construction
of
surface
drainage
system based on the
design.

At the plant, the soil
levelling
is
being
progress;
the
embankment is not built,
making water overflow
into the filling area.

When pipelines are
built, the premises
should be recovered
immediately to avoid
obstructing
natural
drainage stagnating
water.

The road is dug up to
accommodate pipelines
and filled, which are
easily
settled
and
stagnate water.

3.
Erosion
sedimentation

and

Complied.
Filling soil for pipeline
ditch and levelling the
plant was compacted.
Excess soil was neatly
levelled and transported
to dump site.

Filling and levelling the
plant and the pump
station areas must
ensure that each layer
is
compacted
according
to
the
design. Build fences to
prevent erosion.
After

building

the
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Compliance status
(Yes, No, Partial)

Comments
reasons for
compliance

or
non-

Issues that need
further actions

pipelines, the premises
should be recovered
within the same day.
4. Air pollution: dust
and noise.

Complied in part.
The
Contractor
periodically waters dust
on the site but not yet
thoroughly.

Dust from running
motorcycles, smoke,
exhaust gases from
equipment:
trucks,
bulldozers,
and
excavators.

The Contractor should
maintain
machinery
and
equipment
periodically; repair the
site road to transport
materials
smoothly;
passing
residential
areas, trucks and cars
must slow down and
do not use horns.
Water for cutters to
minimize noise.
Provide respirators to
workers.

5.
Construction/domestic
waste management on
site

6.Transport,
construction and urban

7. Labor safety

Complied in part.

The Contractor should
regularly clean day-today, treat collected
waste.

Cement bags, wooden
chips, plastic bags, food
containers are collected
in a focal location.

Complied in part.
Site
signboards
and
traffic signboards are
located at works and
access roads.

Complied in part.

The Contractor should
sign with a function
company to collect
and treat solid waste.
Vehicles to the site
frequently
obstruct
traffic.
Gathering
materials,
construction materials
and pipe installation
occupy
roads,
sidewalks.
Workers inadequately
wear labor protection;
Electric
wires
to
construction machine
are hung on temporary
support posts; some
wires remain on the
ground.

The
Contractor
should: arrange two
traffic regulators at
the two ends of the
site;
Materials should be
collected neatly.
The
Engineer
in
charge of labor safety
of
the
Contractor
should
regularly
remind the workers to
comply with the labor
safety;
Fully
equip
with
shoes,
hats
and
protective gloves for
workers.
Conductors must be
hung
on
wooden
posts, not on the
ground.

8. Training on labor
safety,
site
management
and
HIV/AIDS

Complied.
The
Contractor
was
trained by the PMU and
the PMSCD Consultant
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communications.

Comments
reasons for
compliance

Compliance status
(Yes, No, Partial)
during the period
September-October
2017.

or
non-

Issues that need
further actions

of

4. MB-MRF-CW10: Moc Bai Waste Recovery and Classification Facility
1.Air pollution

Complied in part.

(dust, emissions)

Material
trucks
are
covered with canvas.
Materials piled on the site
are covered with canvas.

2.Resident disturbance:
construction activities
cause noise

Complied.

3.Surface
pollution

Complied.

water

It is dusty but localized
in a small scale or only
occurs with limited
frequency such as
cement dust when
pouring
concrete,
welding steel smoke,
exhaust gases: cars,
trucks excavators.

The Contractor need
to maintain machinery
and
equipment
periodically to limit
emissions.

The construction area is
far from residential area;
the working time is in
daytime.

Materials piled on the site
are covered with canvas.
There are toilets, waste
water collection system.

4.Material management

Complied in part.

Construction material
is
scattered
on
construction site.

The Contractor should
prepare
cleaning
schedule,
site
cleaning,
regular
inspection site daily.

5.Drainage and erosion

Complied in part.

The site does not have
erosion but deposit
surface rainwater.

Levelling slope to
drain water into the
pit, not to stagnate
water.

Wire from electric box
to welding machine,
cutting machine, motor
are left on ground.

The Contractor must
arrange
personnel
specialized
in
occupational
safety
and
environmental
sanitation, implement
hygiene
measures,
and collect materials.

The Contractor has used
pumping, grooving and
pits for draining surface
water.
6.Safety, Occupational
Health and Community

Complied in part.
Workers are equipped
with labor protection:
jackets, helmets, boots
There is drinking water at
site.

7. Workers’ camps

Material is scattered.
Some workers do not
comply
with
labor
protection during their
work.

Complied.
Fully arrange houses for
workers, camps with
toilets, dustbins.
There
are
sanitation
workers
at
camps.
Collected
waste
is
treated by the Urban
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Compliance status
(Yes, No, Partial)

Comments
reasons for
compliance

or
non-

Issues that need
further actions

Environmental Company.
8. Training on labor
safety,
site
management
and
HIV/AIDS
communications.

Complied.
The
Contractor
was
trained by the PMU and
the PMSCD Consultant
during the period of
September-October
2017.

Construction of clean water pipeline

Binh Thanh Pressure Pump Station

Clean water tank, recovery tank

Chemical house, warehouse

Figure 1. The pictures of construction package: MB-WS-CW7, 12/2017

K95 soil compacting

Maintenance of culvert bearing
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Construction of horizon culverts

Excavation of organic layer
Figure 2. The pictures of construction package: MB-UR-CW8, 12/2017

Signs and rules of labor safety

Construction of manholes

Construction of Road 91
Filling the plant area
Figure 3. The pictures of construction package: MB-WW-CW9, 12/2017
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Construction outdoor

Construction indoor

Figure 4. The pictures of construction package: MB-MRF-CW10, 12/2017
Table 10. The environmental issues that require next actions
Issues

Actions need to take

Responsibility
and time

Solutions

Old issues from last report:
Training
on
environmental
monitoring and ADB’s
safeguard policy should
be continued.

Implemented, please see
details in Section VI of this
report

PMU, PMSCD

New issues from this report
1. MB-MRF-CW10: Moc Bai Waste Recovery and Classification Facility
1.Reduce dust and
emissions from the
operation
of
construction vehicles

The Contractor has plan for
regular
maintenance
of
machinery and equipment
and full inspection.

Contractor
Company);
CS

(TBS
PMU,

Material trucks must cover
canvas when entering and
leaving the site; periodically
water the dirt and intensify
watering frequency on hot
dry days.
2.Drainage issues on
site are not guaranteed

The Contractor must level
slope to drain water into
pits, not to accumulate
water on site.

Request the Contractor
to submit machinery
maintenance plan and
inspection certification.
The CS monitors the
fieldwork and issues
necessary Field
Instructions.

Contractor (TBS
Company); CS

Dug drainage ditches, open
water flow.

Cooperate with Hue
Phuong
Green
Environmental
Company
to
take
efficient drainage on
site.
The CS monitors the
fieldwork and issues
necessary
Field
Instructions.

2. MB-WS-CW7: Moc Bai Water Supply Plant
1. Water flows over the
surface of the site

The Contractor must level
slope to drain water into
pits, not to accumulate
water on site.

Contractor (EXP
Company), CS

Levelling the plant and
pump station areas to
ensure the drainage
slope, construction of
surface drainage
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Issues

Actions need to take

Responsibility
and time

Dug drainage ditches, open
water flow.

Solutions
system based on the
design.
When pipelines are
built, the premises
should be recovered
immediately to avoid
obstructing
natural
drainage.
The CS monitors the
fieldwork and issues
necessary
Field
Instructions.

2. Dust pollution during
construction

The Contractor has carried
out periodic watering and
dust reduction on the route
twice a day.

Contractor (EXP
Company), CS

Fully watering brick cutters
to limit dust generation.
Water the road to the site.
Provide
workers.

respirators

The Contractor shall
comply with the
mitigation measures
committed in the
SEMP.
The CS monitors the
fieldwork and issues
necessary Field
Instructions.

to

3. MB-UR CW8: Moc Bai Urban Roads
1. Air pollution: Dust on
construction routes

Contractor needs regularly
water against dust; trucks
in/out the site should be
covered by canvas.

Contractor (EXP
Company), CS

Fully watering brick cutters
to limit dust generation.
Water the road to the site.
Provide
workers.

respirators

The Contractor shall
comply with the
mitigation measures
committed in the
SEMP.
The CS monitors the
fieldwork and issues
necessary
Field
Instructions.

to

2. Complete procedure
for
permission
of
exploration of borrow
pit and waste dumpsite

Request the Contractor to
submit additional document
relating to borrow pit, dump
site

Contractor (EXP
Company),
CS,
PMU supports

3. Some empty fuel
tanks are on the route
without being collected.

Construction waste must be
collected and gathered in
drained area with roofs
before being transported by
other units for treatment and
recycling.

Contractor (EXP
Company), CS,

Quarter 1/2018

The Contractor needs
to arrange personnel
responsible for the
prospecting soil mine
and making document
for approval of the
competent authority.
The Contractor shall
comply
with
the
mitigation measures as
committed
in
the
SEMP.
CS inspects the site’s
implementation and the
Contractor’s
weekly
report.
CS inspects the site's
implementation and the
Contractor's
weekly
report.
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Issues

Actions need to take

Responsibility
and time

Solutions

4. MB-WW-CW9: Moc Bai Wastewater Treatment Plant
1. Water flows over the
surface of the site

The Contractor must level
slope to drain water into
pits, not to accumulate
water on site.

Contractor (EXP
Company), CS

Dug drainage ditches, open
water flow.

Levelling the plant and
pump station areas to
ensure the drainage
slope, construction of
surface drainage
system based on the
design.
When pipelines are
built, the premises
should be recovered
immediately to avoid
obstructing
natural
drainage.
The CS monitors the
fieldwork and issues
necessary
Field
Instructions.

2. Dust pollution during
construction

The Contractor has carried
out periodic watering and
dust reduction on the route
twice a day
Fully watering brick cutters
to limit dust generation.
Water the road to the site.
Provide
workers.

respirators

Rainwater on site, MB-MRF-CW10 package

to

Contractor (EXP
Company), CS

The Contractor shall
comply with the
mitigation measures
committed in the
SEMP.
The CS monitors the
fieldwork and issues
necessary
Field
Instructions.

Excavated mud from road has no landfill
(temporary construction on site), MB-URCW8 package
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Clean soil on transportation route, MB-URCW8 package

Rainwater on site, MB-WW-CW9 package

Scattering soil causes dust on road, MBWW-CW9 package

Rainwater on site, MB-WS-CW7 package

Figure 5. Typical environment issues on site
2. Health and Safety
22. During the reporting period there have been no safety incidents on the site and there are
no incidents which have occurred that affect the health of workers. CS is regularly
present at the site in order to inspect, supervise and remind the Contractors of the
implementation of safety measures.
23. Some safety issues at site which have not been fully complied and some additional
solutions are mentioned in Table 11: Health and Safety Issues.
Table 11. Health and Safety Issues
Issues

Actions need to take

Responsibility and
time

Solutions

Old issues from last report:
None
New issues from this report:
1. MB-MRF-CW10: Moc Bai Waste Recovery and Classification Facility
1.Electrical safety is not
strictly observed on the
site

Electrical safety on site:
electric wires are hung at
least 2m from the ground;
electric wires cross the

Contractor
(TBS
Company), CS

The Contractor needs
to expeditiously repair
in January 2018.
CS supervises the site,
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Issues

Actions need to take

Responsibility and
time

road must be installed in
technical pipes; breaker
located far from water
and covered.
2.Workers who do not
comply fully with labor
protection

Provide enough masks to
workers.

Solutions
provide site instructions
and follow up the
Contractor’s
Work
Diary.

Contractor
(TBS
Company), CS

Request workers to wear
full labor protection.

Consider issuing a
penalty decision when
workers
and
supervisors do not
wear adequately labor
protection equipment.
Consider issuing a
penalty decision when
workers
and
supervisors do not
wear adequately labor
protection equipment.

2. MB-WW-CW9: Moc Bai Wastewater Treatment Plant
1.
Transport,
construction and urban:
Vehicles to the site
frequently
obstruct
traffic.
Gathering
materials,
construction materials
and pipe installation
occupy
roads,
sidewalks.
2. Attention to electrical
safety on site

The Contractor should:
arrange
two
traffic
regulators at the two
ends of the site;
Materials
should
collected neatly.

Contractor
(EXP
Company), CS

CS supervises the site,
provide site instructions
and follow up the
Contractor’s
Work
Diary.

be

The Engineer in charge
of labor safety of the
Contractor
should
regularly
remind
the
workers to comply with
the labor safety;

The Contractor needs
to expeditiously repair
in January 2018.

Contractor
(EXP
Company), CS

The Contractor needs
to expeditiously repair
in January 2018.
CS supervises the site,
provide site instructions
and follow up the
Contractor’s
Work
Diary.

Fully equip with shoes,
hats
and
protective
gloves for workers.
Conductors
must
be
hung on wooden posts,
not on the ground.
3. MB-UR-CW8: Moc Bai Urban Roads
1. Workers have not
fully complied with the
use of labor protection
during their working
time.

The Contractor’s Safety
Officer reminds workers
to comply with and issue
a penalty mechanism for
the failure at site.

Contractor
(EXP
Company), CS

The Contractor shall
comply with the
mitigation measures
committed in the
SEMP.
The CS monitors the
fieldwork and issues
necessary
Field
Instructions.

2.
There
are
no
warning lights (battery)
at deep pits near the

The Contractor needs
fitting, installing night

Contractor
(EXP
Company), CS

The Contractor shall
comply with the
mitigation measures
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Issues
road.

Actions need to take

Responsibility and
time

warning lights

Solutions
committed in the
SEMP.
The CS monitors the
fieldwork and issues
necessary
Field
Instructions.

4. MB-WS-CW7: Moc Bai Water Supply Plant
1.
Transport,
construction and urban:
Vehicles to the site
frequently
obstruct
traffic.
Gathering
materials,
construction materials
and pipe installation
occupy
roads,
sidewalks.
2.Labor safety on site:
Workers inadequately
wear labor protection;
Electric wires to
construction machine
are hung on temporary
support posts; some
wires remain on the
ground.
Barriers, safety warning
ropes are missing,
causing traffic
insecurity.
Temporarily stairs are
installed by a few steel
bars and lack of
handrails.

The Contractor should:
arrange two traffic
regulators at the two
ends of the site;

Contractor
(EXP
Company), CS

Materials should be
collected neatly.

The CS monitors the
fieldwork and issues
necessary
Field
Instructions.

Soil trucks do not operate
during peak hours.

The Engineer in charge
of labor safety of the
Contractor should
regularly remind the
workers to comply with
the labor safety;
Fully equip with shoes,
hats and protective
gloves for workers.

The Contractor shall
comply with the
mitigation measures
committed in the
SEMP.

Contractor
(EXP
Company), CS

The Contractor shall
comply with the
mitigation measures
committed in the
SEMP.
The CS monitors the
fieldwork and issues
necessary
Field
Instructions.

Conductors
must
be
hung on wooden posts,
not on the ground.
The stairs must be
reinforced with handrails.
Arrange lights at night.

Construction workers are not equipped with Stairs, scaffolding are not safe, MB-WS-CW7
labor protection, MB-WS-CW7 package
package
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Warning of depth is sketchy, lack of signal
Lack of labor protection and barriers for
lights at night, MB-UR-CW8 package
ditch, MB-WW-CW9 package

Camp and fence on site, MB-UR-CW8 Lack of labor protection and fence for ditch,
package
MB-MRF-CW10 package
Figure 6. Typical labor safety issues on site
3. Environmental quality monitoring
24. Monitoring plan. The monitoring plan focuses on the construction phase of each
component and includes environmental indicators, sampling locations and frequencies,
data collection methods, responsible parties, and cost estimates. The purpose of the
monitoring plan is to determine the effectiveness of the mitigation measures and record
any positive or negative environmental impacts beyond the projected estimates.
25. The monitoring requirements are presented in the Environmental Monitoring Plan and
include the requirements set out in the EIA report for each subproject.
26. Monitoring activities during the reporting period. During the reporting period from
July to December 2017, the Construction Supervision (CS) Consultant signed contract
with the sub-contractor, the Center for Environmental Technology and Management (in
the high-tech zone, District 9, Ho Chi Minh City) to collect environmental monitoring
samples of the packages under construction in accordance with the monitoring plan in
the updated EMP.
27. The inspection of the Contractors’ sites is keep regular by the construction supervision
consultant (CS). When detecting the non-compliance CS make site instructions to
request the Contractors to correct and concurrently send to the PMU.
28. Table 12 describes the monitoring locations of the environmental quality indicators for
three packages (MB-UR; MB- WS; MB-WW), except MB-MRF package because the
construction activities are almost complete, the CS did not take samples in this
monitoring stage.
Table 12. The locations of environmental quality monitoring in 01/2018
Date

Package

Sample
code

Monitoring location

Indicators
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Date

Package

Sample
code

Monitoring location

Indicators

1. Air environment

17/01/2018

17/01/2018

MB- UR-CW8

MB–WS-CW7

K1

Road DN1A

K2

Road DN1B

K3

Road DN10

K4

Road DN11

K5

Road DN51

K6

At the construction
site of the water
treatment plant

Temperature, wind speed,
noise, dust, NO2, SO2,
CO, vibration

Temperature, wind speed,
noise, dust, NO2, SO2,
CO, vibration

2. Soil environment

17/1/2018

17/01/2018

17/01/2018

MB- UR-CW8

MB–WW-CW9

MB-WS-CW7

Đ1

Road DN1A

Đ2

Road DN1B

Đ3

Road DN10

Đ4

Road DN11

Đ5

Road DN51

Đ6
(1801.0234)

In the middle of the
construction area of
the
wastewater
treatment plant

Đ7

In the middle of the
construction area of
the booster pumping
station

Đ8

In the middle of the
construction area of
the the water supply
treatment plant

As, Cd, Pb,
mineral oil

Total

oil,

As, Cd, Pb,
mineral oil

Total

oil,

As, Cd, Pb,
mineral oil

Total

oil,

3. Surface water environment

17/01/2018

17/01/2018

17/01/2018

MB- UR-CW8

MB-WS-CW7

MB–WW-CW9

NM1

Surface
water
environment on Dia
Xu canal, adjacent to
Road DN1A

Temperature, TSS, BOD5,
COD, As, Cd, Pb, total
grease, oil, TPH, Coliform,
Fecal coliform

NM2

Surface
water
environment on Dia
Xu canal, adjacent to
Road DN1B (within
50m
from
the
construction site)

Temperature, TSS, BOD5,
COD, As, Cd, Pb, total
grease, oil, TPH, Coliform,
Fecal coliform

NM3

Surface
water
environment on AT4
canal, adjacent to
Ngoc
Chon
Monastery

Temperature, TSS, BOD5,
COD, Cu, Cd, Pb, total
grease, oil, TPH, Coliform,
Ecoli, N-NH4+, N-NO3-, PPO43-, Fe, Mn, Zn,pH,
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Date

Package

Sample
code

Monitoring location

Indicators
salinity, TDS, DO

4. Surface water environment

17/01/2018

MB-WS-CW7

NN1

Surface
water
environment,
New
drilled-well No.3

TSS, COD, BOD5, NNH4+, N-NO3-, P-PO43-,
Total N, Total P, As, Cd,
TPH

29. An assessment of the sample analysis results is included in Appendix 1 to this report.
30. Table 13 summarize the monitoring results of air quality in comparison with QCVN 05:
2013/BTNMT - National technical regulation on ambient air quality; QVCN 26-27:
2010/BTNMT - National Technical Regulation on noise and vibration.
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Table 13. Analysis results of air quality indicators
No.

Indicator

Results

Unit

QCVN
05:2013/BTNMT

QCVN
26:2010/BTNMT

QCVN
27:2010/BTNMT

K1

K2

K3

K4

K5

K6

oC

27.1

29.8

30.5

31.1

31.1

30.2

-

-

-

1

Temperature

2

Wind speed

m/s

0-0.5

0-0.4

0-0.3

0-0.5

0-0.4

0-0.5

-

-

-

3

Noise

dBA

59.1

69

57.7

57.3

57.5

65.6

-

70

-

4

Dust

10-3mg/m3

381

688

286

297

488

365

300

-

-

5

NO2

10-3mg/m3

20

58

40

36

27

34

200

-

-

6

SO2

10-3mg/m3

18

38

44

42

27

32

350

-

-

7

CO

10-3mg/m3

6,468

6,737

7,091

6,385

7,062

6,957

30.000

-

-

8

Vibration

dB

40.3

38.3

31.5

46.4

25.7

38

-

-

70

Notes:
-

K1: Air sample at Road DN1A; K2: Air sample at Road DN1B; Đ3: Air sample at Road DN10 – Package MB- UR-CW8

-

K4: Air sample at Road DN11; K5: Air sample at Road DN51 – Package MB- UR-CW8

-

K6: Air sample in the middle for the construction area of the water supply treatment plant of MB-WS-CW7 package

-

QCVN 05:2013/BTNMT: National Technical Standard for ambient air quality

-

QCVN 26-27:2010/BTNMT: National Technical Regulation on noise/vibration

31. The analysis results of the air quality of the sample in MB-UR-CW8 package shows that most measured indicators are within the permitted
limits of QVCN 05: 2013/BTNMT; QVCN 26-27: 2010/BTNMT. However, the dust concentration measured at all sites is higher than the
standard 1.2 - 2.2 times. In the coming time, measures to minimize dust on these routes should be applied more thoroughly.
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32. The analysis results of the air quality of the sample in MB-WS-CW7 package shows that
most of the measured indicators are within the permitted limits of QVCN 05:
2013/BTNMT; QVCN 26-27: 2010/BTNMT. However, the concentration of dust is higher
than the standard 1.2 times. In the coming time, dust reduction measures in this area
should be applied more thoroughly.
33. Table 14 summarizes results of surface water quality monitoring in comparison with
QCVN 08: 2015/BTNMT - National technical regulation on surface water quality.
Table 14. Results analysis of surface water quality indicators
Indicator

No.

Results

Unit

QCVN
08:2015/BTNMT

NM1

NM2

NM3

(Column B1)

-

29.6

30

-

-

1.

Temperature

2.

TSS

mg/L

52

48

5

50

3.

Total grease

mg/L

KPH

KPH

KPH

1

4.

BOD5 (20oC)

mg/L

8

7

KPH

15

5.

COD

mgO2/L

22

21

7

30

6.

Coliform

MPN/

4,300

4,300

150

7,500

100mL
7.

As

mg/l

0.0016

0.0014

-

0.05

8.

Cd

mg/l

KPH

0.00005

0.00008

0.01

9.

Pb

mg/l

0.0032

0.0032

0.0006

0.05

10.

TPH

mg/l

KPH

KPH

-

-

11.

Fecal coliform

MPN/

2,300

2,300

-

-

100mL
12.

pH

-

-

-

3.9

5.5 - 9

13.

Salinity

%

-

-

KPH

-

14.

TDS

mg/l

-

-

98.1

-

15.

DO

mg/l

-

-

1.25

>4

16.

E.Coli

MPN/

-

-

93

100

100mL
17.

N-NH4+

mg/l

-

-

0.31

0.9

18.

N-NO3

mg/l

-

-

0.12

10

19.

P-PO43

mg/l

-

-

KPH

0.3

20.

Fe

mg/l

-

-

1.89

1.5
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Indicator

No.

Results

Unit

QCVN
08:2015/BTNMT

NM1

NM2

NM3

(Column B1)

21.

Mn

mg/l

-

-

KPH

0.5

22.

Zn

mg/l

-

-

KPH

1.5

Notes:
-

NM1: Surface water environment on Dia Xu canal, adjacent to Road DN1A –
Package MB- UR-CW8.

-

NM2: Surface water environment on Dia Xu canal, adjacent to Road DN1B (within
50m from the construction site), MB-WS-CW7 package.

-

NM3: Surface water environment on AT4 canal, adjacent to Ngoc Chon Monastery,
MB–WW-CW9 package.

-

QCVN 08:2015/BTNMT (Column B1): National technical standard on surface water
quality, Column B1 for irrigation and irrigation purposes.

-

KPH: Not detection

34. The analysis results of the surface water quality in the sample of MB-UR-CW8 package
shows that most measured indicators are in the limits of QVCN 08: 2013/BTNMT. Only
the TSS exceeds the Standard 1.04 time as the monitoring time was organized in the dry
season and the turbidity in the water increased.
35. The analysis results of the surface water quality in the sample of MB-WS-CW7 package
shows that all measured indicators are in the limits of QVCN 08: 2013/BTNMT. The
surface water quality of the water source adjacent to the construction site is not affected
by the construction activities.
36. The analysis results of the surface water quality in the sample of MB-WW-CW9 package
shows that that most measured values are within the limits of QVCN 08: 2013/BTNMT.
Only pH values are lower than the limit 5.5 - 9 times mainly due to the geographic nature
of the acidic water source that can corrode metals.
37. Table 15 summarizes the monitoring results of the groundwater quality compared with
QCVN 09: 2015/BTNMT - National technical regulation on groundwater quality.
Table 15. Analysis results of groundwater quality indicators
Indicator

No.

Unit

Results
QCVN 09:2015/BTNMT
NN1

1.

Temperature

-

2

-

2.

TDS

mg/L

KPH

1,500

3.

BOD5 (20oC)

mg/L

KPH

-

4.

COD

mgO2/L

KPH

4

5.

As

mg/l

KPH

0.05

6.

Cd

mg/l

KPH

0.005

7.

TPH

mg/l

KPH

-
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No.

Indicator

Unit

Results
QCVN 09:2015/BTNMT
NN1

8.

N-NO2-

mg/l

KPH

1

9.

N-NO3

mg/l

0.49

15

10.

P-PO43

mg/l

KPH

-

11.

Total N

mg/l

KPH

-

12.

Total P

mg/l

KPH

-

Notes:
-

NN1: Surface water environment, drilled-well water No.3, MB-WS-CW7 package.

-

QCVN 03:2015/BTNMT- National technical regulation on groundwater quality.

38. The monitoring results of the groundwater quality indicate that all measured values are
within the limits. The construction process does not affect the groundwater quality.
39. Table 16 summarizes the soil quality monitoring results in comparison with QCVN 03:
2015/BTNMT: National technical regulation on permissible limits of some heavy metals in
soil.
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Table 16. Results analysis of soil quality indicators
No.

Indicator

Results

Unit
Đ1

Đ2

Đ3

Đ4

Đ5

Đ6

Đ7

Đ8

QCVN
03:2015/BTNMT

1.

As

mg/kg KLK

1.67

1.01

1.48

2.51

4.99

5.39

6.59

3.13

15

2.

Cd

mg/kg KLK

KPH

KPH

KPH

KPH

KPH

KPH

KPH

KPH

1.5

3.

Pb

mg/kg KLK

5.77

11.3

6.36

18.3

14.6

7.59

18.5

19.5

70

4.

Total oil

mg/kg KLK

40.9

26.4

75.2

31.5

60.8

101

85.7

150

-

5.

Mineral oil

mg/kg KLK

KPH

KPH

KPH

12.6

13.5

KPH

KPH

KPH

-

Notes:
-

Đ1: Soil environment at Road DN1A; Đ2: Soil environment at Road DN1B; Đ3: Soil environment at Road DN10 – MB- UR-CW8 package
Đ4: Soil environment at Road DN11; Đ5: Soil environment at Road DN51 – MB- UR-CW8 package
Đ6: Soil environment in the middle of the construction area of the wastewater treatment plant, MB-WW-CW9 package
Đ7: In the middle of the construction area of the booster pumping station, MB-WS-CW7 package
Đ8: In the middle of the construction area of the wastewater treatment plant, MB-WS-CW7 package
QCVN 03:2015/BTNMT: National technical regulation on permissible limits of some heavy metals in soil
KPH: Not detection

40. The analysis results of the soil quality of the MB-UR-CW8 package show that the heavy metals measured in the soil are within the limits of
QCVN 03: 2015/BTNMT. The total amount of oil was measured 26.4 - 60.8 mg/kg KLK. The total amount of mineral oil was undetected at
Đ1-Đ3 while the corresponding values at Đ4 - Đ5 were 12.6 - 13.5 mg/kg KLK. The soil environment is not affected by the construction
activities.
41. The analysis results of the soil quality of the MB-WS-CW7 package show that the heavy metals measured in the soil are within the limits of
QCVN 03: 2015/BTNMT. The total amount of oil was measured 101 mg/kg KLK. The total amount of mineral oil was undetected. The soil
environment is not affected by the construction activities.
42. The analysis results of the soil quality of the MB-WW-CW9 package show that the heavy metals measured in the soil are within the limits of
QCVN 03: 2015/BTNMT. The total amount of oil was measured Đ7 - Đ8 is 85.7 and 150 mg/kg KLK respectively. In addition, mineral oil in
the soil was not detected. The soil environment is not affected by the construction activities.
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IV.

MONITORING OF RESETTLEMENT IMPLEMENTATION

43. In the process of implementation of compensation and support, Tay Ninh GMS PPMU
and related units have not fully adhered to the project resettlement policy. Specifically,
the compensation plans in 2015 and 2016 has not implemented completely policies to
support job change and finding new jobs (1.5 times of compensation price) and support
for life stabilization for severely affected households. It is therefore imperative to take
corrective action. In general, the preparation, approval, and implementation of DDR WSP & WWTP; DDR - CAP Urban Road; In-depth verification of Road-1B are slower
than the required. At present there are 2/2 DDR - WTP & WWTP; DDR - CAP Urban
Road and 01 In-depth verification of Road-1B have been approved.
44. The formulation, approval and implementation of the compensation, support and site
clearance plans have been basically completed. One household in Road-51 project is in
civil dispute and the Court is handling and 01 company in the wastewater treatment
project has not received compensation but handed over the land to the PMU.
45. For the livelihood restoration activities for affected households, the schedule is slower
than the approved in DDR - WTP & WWTP; DDR - CAP Urban Road; In-depth
verification of Road-1B.
46. The red books of the affected households were readjusted for 100%.
Table 17: Summary of the compliance with the DDR-CAP requirements
RP
requirements
Establishment of
personnel in
PMU

Compliance
status (Yes, no,
in part)
Yes, complied.

Comment or Reasons for
Compliance,
Partial
Compliance/NonCompliance

Issues for Further
Actions 1

The PMU’ LAR team
contains 03 specialists:
- Phan Thi Kim Loan,
Team Leader;
- Nguyen Minh Phong;

- Nguyen Huu Vuong.
Public
consultation and
socialization
process

Yes, complied.

Land area to be
acquired is
identified and
finalised

Complied in part.

The PMU, with support
from PMSCD Consultant,
has carried out many
stages
of
information
dissemination,
public
consultation meetings with
the participation of AHs and
relevant
stakeholders
including
WU,
LFDC,
city/commune/town/ward
PCs (Please see see
Section IV).

Performing
activities.

LIRP

Public consultation will
also be conducted to
solve complaints if any.

The PMU, with support
from PMSCD Consultant,
has
updated
DDRWSP&WWTP; DDR – CAP
Urban
Road;
In-depth
verification of Road-1B and
submitted to the ADB for
review and approval.
SES was updated by the

1 To be elaborated further in table 2.b (Issues for Further Action)
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end of 2016;
Total acquired area of land
is 303,646 m2, completed
99%.
Completion of
land acquisition

Complied in part.

Total acquired area of land
is 303,646 m2, completed
99%.

Establishment of
Resettlement
Site(s)

Yes, complied.

Total number of AHs
identified for relocation is 4
and 1 HH resettled on site.
They do not register
resettlement because they
have other land in Ben
Cau.

The
compensation
for affected
assets is
completed

Yes, complied.

Total number of affected
households (identified in
DDR WSS&WWTP; DDR –
CAP Urban Road) is 97
households.
95 out of 97 households
received full compensation
and allowances.
The total budget included in
DDR - WSS & WWTP;
DDR - CAP Urban Road is
US$ 1,753,199.51.
The compensation prices
for residential land have
been
based
on
the
replacement
costs.
However,
the
compensation prices for
architectural works, crops
and plants on affected land
have been currently based
on the concerned unit
prices issued by the
People's Committee of Tay
Ninh province annually.

Payment for
corrective
actions for
affected
households in
the project
(supplementary
land price and
support to
stabilize life)

Complied.

Full implementation of
approved DDR-CAPs to
complete land acquisition

The PMU should request
the LFDC to pay for
household, company: (i)
01 household is in selling
dispute (prior to the
project implementation);
(ii) 01 company has not
yet received money but
handed over land to the
PMU.
The
additional
compensation prices for
agricultural
land
at
replacement costs in the
DDR-CAPs have been
implemented.
It
is
necessary to survey and
evaluate
the
compensation prices of
architectural works, plants
and crops on affected
land at the time the
compensation
is
implemented
in
comparison
with
the
market prices. If there are
any differences, additional
compensation plan should
be made

The
total
budget
for
corrective action is US$
68,466. This includes the
cost for job change and job
finding, the support for
living stabilization, and the
cost for the implementation
of compensation, in which
the payment for affected
people is $ 67,123 ($
66,303 for job change and
job finding, $ 820 for living
stabilization) and the cost
for the implementation of
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compensation is $ 1,343.
The compensation prices of
DDR-CAPs was based on
the replacement costs.
Transport
assistance for
relocating
affected
households

Complied.

Payment
of
transport
assistance has been done
in line with compensation
payment for those who are
to be relocated. The
completion was on 17 May
2016

Additional
assistance to
vulnerable
affected
household

Complied.

11 Vulnerable AHs were
identified - including (04)
AHs headed by single
moms with dependents,
one (1) disabled, one (01)
AHs landless and five (5)
eligible for State policy (war
veterans).In addition to the
benefits like other AHs, 6 of
these 6 vulnerable groups
received VND 7 million of
special
assistance
per
household, 5 of them (war
invalid
households)
received VND 5 million
support
(Please
see
Appendix 3).

The PMU and relevant
parties need to put
special attention to these
AHs and carry out other
supportive activities as
defined in the LIRP as
well
as
the
Gov’s
assistance
policy
for
these groups.

Restoration
Program

Complied.

Livelihood/Income
Restoration
Program
(LIRP) has been developed
as integral parts of DDR
WTP&WWTP; DDR – CAP
Urban
Road;
Due
Dilligence of Road-1B.

PMU, PMSCD, IMO, and
other stakeholders should
follow the LIRP. These
activities
must
be
completed before March
15, 2019.

The PMU have conducted
4/12 LIRP activities to AHs,
especially those heavily
affected to restore and/or
improve
their
living
conditions.
(Please see Appendix 2).
Temporary
impacts have
been addressed
(affected
properties
restored to at
least pre-project
conditions)

Complied.

Complied.

The PMU has requested
the CS, Contractors to
take pictures and record
the videos of site status
before
starting
construction as a basis for
handling
the
arising
impacts, if any.

Capacity
building activities

Complied.

Numerous capacity building
activities have been carried
out by the PMU, PMSCD,
FL, and other training
institutions with the focus
on: land acquisition and
resettlement, compensation
and
allowance
policy,

Further training courses
on
monitoring
and
evaluation of construction
activities, LIRP activities,
and other rehabilitation
measures
will
be
conducted for not only
project staff and relevant
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grievance
redress,
monitoring,
LIRP
improvement, etc. (Please
see Appendix 3).

parties, but also AHs
and/or
their
family
members as required.

Table 18. RP issues that require further actions
Actions need to
take

Issues

Responsibility and
time

Solutions

Old issues from last report
Preparation and approval of
the DDR-CAP

02 DDR-CAP and 01 In-depth verification of Road-1B were approved.

Performance of
corrective actions

DDR-CAP

Completed, approved and paid households in need of job change
support and living stabilization support for affected households under
DDR-CAPs. It is necessary to survey and evaluate the compensation
prices of architectural works, plants and crops on affected land at the
time the compensation is implemented in comparison with the market
prices. If there are any differences, additional compensation plan
should be made.

Performance
restoration

livelihoods

of

4 out of 12 livelihoods activities have been implemented.

New issues from this report
The road project still has 1
household which has not
received money because of
civil dispute and is waiting for
the court settlement.

Accelerate progress

PMU,
Ben
Cau
District
People’s
Committee, LFDCs

01 company affected by the
wastewater treatment plant
project has not yet received
money because the company
is carrying out dissolution
procedures.
When
the
procedure is completed, the
company
will
report
accountant to transfer the
compensation
to
the
company.

Accelerate progress

PMU, LFDCs

The compensation prices of
architectural works, plant and
crops on affected land: There
was not the replacement cost
survey but the compensation
prices were pursuant to the
respective prices promulgated
by the provincial People's
Committee.

It needs to survey to
assess
the
conformity of the unit
prices
of
the
provincial regulation
with
the
reality
prices.

PMU, Department of
Planning
and
Investment, People's
Committee of Tay
Ninh province.

Implementation of livelihood

Accelerate progress.
These activities must

PMU, PMSCD, local
government

Quarter 3 of 2018
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restoration activities

V.

be completed before
March 15, 2019.

(city/district,
commune/ward/town)

SAFEGUARD COMPLIANCE UNDER PROJECT LOAN AGREEMENT
Table 19. The safeguard compliance under the project loan agreement

Plan

Indic
ators

Agreement

Notes/ Issues/

5

6

The Borrower shall not award any construction
contract of works until (a) the Borrower has
obtained ADB’s clearance of the relevant IEE;
and (b) when involuntary resettlement impacts
are involved, the Borrower has prepared and
submitted to ADB the final RP based on the
Project's detailed design, and obtained
clearance from ADB of such RP.

Being complied. Updated IEE,
EMPs,
updated
RPs
were
submitted to ADB for site clearance
before award of civil work
contracts. The details are in Table
6
(EMPs)
and
table
8
(RP/REMDP).

5

6

The Borrower shall cause the Project Executing
Agencies to ensure that all land and all rightsof-way required for the Project are made
available to the Contractors in accordance with
the schedule agreed under the related Works
contract and all land acquisition and
resettlement activities are implemented in
compliance with (a) all applicable laws and
regulations of the Borrower relating to land
acquisition and involuntary resettlement; (b) the
Involuntary Resettlement Safeguards; and (c)
all measures and requirements set forth in the
Resettlement Plan, and any corrective or
preventative actions set forth in the Safeguards
Monitoring Report.

Being complied. Separate due
diligence reports-corrective action
plans for the subprojects were
prepared and submitted to the ADB
for concurrence. Payment of
compensation,
support
and
assistance are being implemented
following ADB SPS 2009 and Viet
Nam regulations.

5

7

Without limiting the application of the
Involuntary Resettlement Safeguards or the
Resettlement Plan, the Borrower shall cause
the Project Executing Agency to ensure that no
physical or economic displacement takes place
in connection with the Project until:

Being complied. No physical or
economic
displacement
takes
place in connection with the Project
until: (a) compensation and other
entitlements have been provided to
affected people in accordance with
the RPs; and (b) a comprehensive
income and livelihood restoration
program has been established in
accordance with the Resettlement
Plan.

Compliance status

(a) compensation and other entitlements have
been provided to affected people in accordance
with the Resettlement Plan; and
(b) a comprehensive income and livelihood
restoration program has been established in
accordance with the Resettlement Plan.

Tay Ninh GMS PPMU and related
units have not fully adhered to the
project
resettlement
policy.
Specifically, the compensation
plans in 2015 and 2016 has not
implemented completely policies to
support job change and finding
new
jobs
(1.5
times
of
compensation price) and support
for life stabilization for severely
affected households. Therefore,
the DDR-CAPs are required.
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Plan

Indic
ators

Agreement

Notes/ Issues/
Compliance status
Currently most of the supports
under the DDR-CAPs have been
completed.
However,
the
compensation prices for structures,
crops and plants on affected land
have been currently based on the
concerned unit prices issued by the
People's Committee of Tay Ninh
province annually. It is necessary
to survey and evaluate the
compensation prices of structures,
plants and crops on affected land
at the time the compensation is
implemented in comparison with
the market prices. If there are any
differences,
additional
compensation plan should be
made..
Independent
resettlement
monitoring is being implemented to
ensure that the DDR-CAPs are
being complied.

5

8

No impact on indigenous people is expected for
the Project. However, if there is any such
impact, the Borrower, through the Project
Executing Agencies, shall ensure that it
adheres to applicable laws and regulations of
the Borrower and the Safeguard Policy
Statement. If there is any discrepancy between
the Safeguard Policy Statement and these laws
and regulations of the Borrower, the Safeguard
Policy Statement shall prevail.

Complied. There is no impact on
indigenous peoples.

5

9

The Borrower shall cause the Project Executing
Agencies to make available necessary
budgetary and human resources to fully
implement the Environmental Management
Plan and the Resettlement Plan.

Being complied. Both PMUs of
Quang Tri and Tay Ninh arranged
internal and external monitoring
and
evaluation
of
the
implementation of the Updated
RPs as required by the Project.
Budget is also allocated. The
details
of
EMP
and
RP
implementation are in Section III
and section IV of this report.

5

10

The Borrower shall cause the Project Executing
Agencies to ensure that all bidding documents
and contracts for Works contain provisions that
require Contractors to: (a) comply with the
measures relevant to the Contractor set forth in
the Initial Environmental Examination, the
Environmental Management Plan and the
Resettlement Plan, and any corrective or
preventative actions set forth in a Safeguards
Monitoring Report; (b) make available a budget
for all such environmental and social measures;

Being complied.
Budget made
available. Bidding document for
Works contain provisions that
require Contractors to: (a) comply
with the measures relevant to the
Contractor set forth in the Initial
Environmental Examination, the
Environmental Management Plan
and the Resettlement Plan, and
any corrective or preventative
actions set forth in a Safeguards
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Plan

Indic
ators

Agreement

Notes/ Issues/
Compliance status

and (c) provide the Borrower with a written
notice of any unanticipated environmental,
resettlement or indigenous peoples risks or
impacts that arise during construction,
implementation or operation of the Project that
were not considered in the Initial Environmental
Examination, the Environmental Management
Plan and the Resettlement Plan.

Monitoring Report; (b) make
available a budget for all such
environmental
and
social
measures; (c) provide the Borrower
with a written notice of any
unanticipated
environmental,
resettlement or indigenous peoples
risks or impacts that arise during
construction, implementation or
operation of the Project that were
not considered in the Initial
Environmental Examination, the
Environmental Management Plan
and the Resettlement Plan.
Monitoring of these requirements
are
being
implemented
by
independent
resettlement
and
environment
consultant
and
construction supervision firm. The
details
of
EMP
and
RP
implementation are in Table 12.
Section III and section IV of this
report.

5

11

The Borrower shall cause the Project Executing
Agencies to do the following: (a) submit semiannual Safeguards Monitoring Reports to ADB
and disclose relevant information from such
reports to affected persons promptly upon
submission;
(b)
if
any
unanticipated
environmental and/or social risks and impacts
arise during construction, implementation or
operation of the Project that were not
considered in the Initial Environmental
Examination, the Environmental Management
Plan and the Resettlement Plan, promptly
inform ADB of the occurrence of such risks or
impacts, with detailed description of the event
and proposed corrective action plan; and (c)
report any actual or potential breach of
compliance
with
the
measures
and
requirements set forth in the Environmental
Management Plan or the Resettlement Plan
promptly after becoming aware of the breach.

Being
complied.
Safeguard
monitoring report are periodically
prepared and submitted to the
PMU and the ADB for review and
acceptance. The details of EMP
and RP implementation are in
Table 12. Section III and section IV
of this report.

5

12

The Borrower shall cause the PMU to submit
requests for withdrawal from the Loan Account
for
land
acquisition
and
resettlement
expenditures and manage these expenditures
in compliance with the final RPs based on
detailed design of the Subprojects and in
accordance with the milestones set out in each
such RP.

Being complied. PMU submits
request for withdrawal from the
Loan Account for land acquisition
and resettlement expenditures and
manage these expenditures in
compliance with final updated
DDR-CAP and requirements of
ADB and Viet Nam. The details of
RP implementation is in section IV
of this report.
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VI.

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE AND SOCIALIZATION INCLUDING CAPABILITY
BUILDING

47. During the reporting period (7-12/2017), a number of activities related to Public
Consultation, Information Disclosure and Capacity Building were conducted.
(i) Training #2 on Livelihoods for affected households in Moc Bai:
- Content: improve household economic development planning skills: Analyze
financial aspects of household; Ability to plan production, plans for other activities,
and household consumption; Approving the income and expenditure plan, the
household will estimate the amount of accumulated or deficient loans in each
month and for the whole year; Formulation and implementation of household
financial plans; Apply financial management effectively; Build confidence on the
capacity that households can control and use money to bring joy to themselves;
Develop ideas for household economic development; Identify family expenses and
develop in the future.
- Date and Venue: 7-9 August 2017, in Moc Bai.
- Number of participants: 25, of which 13 are female.
- Ethnicity: Kinh
- Trainers: Community Research and Development Center (SDRC).
(ii) Workshop #2 in Tay Ninh with relevant stakeholders - Introducing Wastewater
Tariff
-

Content: Introduction of ADB’s requirements and loan covenants; Raise
awareness on the lack of a proper financing of the sanitation sector in Tay Ninh
Province; Introduction of the legal background and respective “needs for action”;
Participants will understand the concept of the “Polluter-Pays-Principle”;
Introduction of wastewater tariff calculation approaches; Identification of
obstacles and hurdles for the introduction of a WW tariff; Discussion of options for
introducing a WW tariff, and how to establish a “roadmap”; Identification of next
steps for implementation

-

Date and location: 11 August 2017 in Tay Ninh

-

Number of participants: 21, of which 7 are female.

-

Ethnicity: Kinh

-

Facilitator: PMSCD Specialists.

(iii) Training on Site Management for PMU and Contractors on Water Supply
construction Contractor in Moc Bai:
-

Content: What the Contractor needs to understand about Site management &
Construction Supervision: (1) Context and Background; (2) Requirements &
Details of Site Management; (3) Requirements & Details of Construction
Supervision

-

Date and location: 21 September 2017 in Moc Bai

-

Number of participants: 12, no female.

-

Ethnicity: Kinh

-

Facilitator: PMSCD Specialists.

(iv) Training on Site Management for PMU and Contractors on WWTP construction
Contractor in Moc Bai:
-

Content: What the Contractor needs to understand about Site management &
Construction Supervision: (1) Context and Background; (2) Requirements &
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Details of Site Management; (3) Requirements & Details of Construction
Supervision
-

Date and location: 22 September 2017 in Moc Bai

-

Number of participants: 11, no female.

-

Ethnicity: Kinh

-

Facilitator: PMSCD Specialists.

(v) Training on Safety Management for PMU and Contractors on Water Supply
construction Contractor in Moc Bai:
-

Content: What the Contractor needs to understand about Site management &
Construction Supervision: (1) Context and Background; (2) Implementing and
Maintaining Safety; (3) General Safety Practice; (3) Case of Accidents (1), (2)
and (3); (4) First Aid and Personal Safety Gear.

-

Date and location: 25 September 2017 in Moc Bai

-

Number of participants: 13, of which 1 is female.

-

Ethnicity: Kinh

-

Facilitator: PMSCD Specialists.

(vi) Training on Safety Management for PMU and Contractors on WWTP
construction Contractor in Moc Bai:
-

Content: What the Contractor needs to understand about Site management &
Construction Supervision: (1) Context and Background; (2) Implementing and
Maintaining Safety; (3) General Safety Practice; (3) Case of Accidents (1), (2)
and (3); (4) First Aid and Personal Safety Gear.

-

Date and location: 26 September 2017 in Moc Bai

-

Number of participants: 12, of which 1 is female.

-

Ethnicity: Kinh

-

Facilitator: PMSCD Specialists.

(vii) Tay Ninh PMU attended the International Conference on Decentralised
Wastewater Management in Hanoi:
-

Content: (1) Present long-term operating experience with decentralized systems
and concepts, and share typical challenges, shortcomings and respective
solutions; (2) Provide a forum for discussion; (3) Promote international
networking on "decentralized wastewater treatment"; (4) Promote the exchange
of experiences between countries embarking on the concept of decentralised
sanitation.

-

Date and location: 12-13 October 2017 in Moc Bai.

-

Number of participants: 2, in which 1 is female.

-

Ethnicity: Kinh

(viii) Training on HIV prevention for water supply Contractor and communities in
Moc Bai (2 courses: 1 course for staff and workers of the Contractor, 1
course for communities):
-

Content: raise awareness of participants on HIV prevention for themselves
and their communities.

-

Date and location: 24 October 2017 in Moc Bai

-

Number of participants: 60, of which 20 are female.

-

Ethnicity: Kinh
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(ix)

Facilitator: Centre for HIV/AIDS prevention of Tay Ninh province.

Training on HIV prevention for waste water treatment plant construction
Contractor and communities in Moc Bai (2 courses: 1 course for staff and
workers of the Contractor, 1 course for communities):
-

Content: raise awareness of participants on HIV prevention for themselves
and their communities.

-

Date and location: 25 October 2017 in Moc Bai

-

Number of participants: 52, of which 17 are female.

-

Ethnicity: Kinh

-

Facilitator: Centre for HIV/AIDS prevention of Tay Ninh province

(x) Training on O&M on Water Supply for local stakeholders and operators
of Moc Bai:
-

Content: What the Contractor needs to understand about O&M after
Completion of Construction in relation with Water supply work: Context and
Background; Suitable water treatment process; Management of each unit
water treatment process; Water quality inspection and Algae management
measures; Measures to take for various water quality accidents.

-

Date and location: 07 November 2017 in Moc Bai.

-

Number of participants: 7, in which 2 are female.

-

Ethnicity: Kinh

-

Trainer: PMSCD specialist.

(xi)

Training on Site Management for road Contractor in Moc Bai:

-

Content: What the Contractor needs to understand about Site management &
Construction Supervision: (1) Context and Background; (2) Requirements &
Details of Site Management; (3) Requirements & Details of Construction
Supervision

-

Date and location: 08 November 2017 in Moc Bai

-

Number of participants: 11, no female.

-

Ethnicity: Kinh

-

Facilitator: PMSCD Specialists.

(xii) Training on Safety Management for road Contractor in Moc Bai:
-

Content: What the Contractor needs to understand about Site management &
Construction Supervision: (1) Context and Background; (2) Implementing and
Maintaining Safety; (3) General Safety Practice; (3) Case of Accidents (1), (2)
and (3); (4) First Aid and Personal Safety Gear.

-

Date and location: 09 September 2017 in Moc Bai.

-

Number of participants: 11, no female.

-

Ethnicity: Kinh

-

Facilitator: PMSCD Specialists.

(xiii) Training #1 on Contract Management for PMU, all Contractors and
supervision consultant of Moc Bai:
-

Content: Make stakeholders understand on: Project Team: relation ship of
PMU, CST, Contractors; Consultant’s Duty; Construction Documents
Procedures; Required Paperwork; Benefits review-Interim Payment
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Certification; What is As Built Drawings?; Performance reviews; Other
resources.

VII.

-

Date and location: 14 November 2017 in Moc Bai.

-

Number of participants: 17, in which 3 are female.

-

Ethnicity: Kinh

-

Trainer: Team Leader of EXP Construction Supervision Consultant.

GRIEVANCE REDRESS MECHANISM

•

Number of new complaints, since the last complaint: _No___

•

Number of complaints which were solved: __No___

•

Number of complaints which are being solved: __No___
Table 20. The Grievance Redress Mechanism
Detail

Types of complaints

Required actions,
responsibility and
time

(Date, person,
address, contact
details, etc.)

Solutions

Old issues from last report:
No
New issues from this report:
No

VIII.

CONCLUSIONS

48. The compliance with the environmental management plans of the subprojects is being
coordinated by the PMU with the stakeholders in full. In order to achieve better
implementation of the environmental management plans, the PMU’s recommendations
are as follows:
49. Request the Contractors and the monitoring consultants to strictly follow the reporting
regime to the PMU to promptly grasp the issues and resolve them.
50. Request the Consultant’s strengthening supervision in conjunction with the PMU; report
immediately upon detecting the Contractor's issues so that the PMU can take timely
action.

51. The remedial actions outlined in the DDR-CAPs have been implemented and completed.
The remedial actions include the support for job change and job finding for households
whose agricultural land is acquired and support for stabilization of livelihoods of severely
affected households
52. The compensation unit prices for affected works as well as remedial actions shall be
based on the replacement costs. However, the compensation prices for architectural
works, plants and crops on affected land are based on the prices quoted by the PPC of
Tay Ninh province. Therefore, it is necessary to survey their suitability against the market
prices at the compensation time.
53. Completely settle 02 cases which have not received compensation money;
54. Focus on speeding up the implementation of livelihood activities; monitor and support
livelihood restoration activities effectively.
IX.

APPENDIX
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1.

Appendix 1: Resettlement budget plan and disbursement
Under the approved plan

No.

Disbursement

Name of uRP
VND

USD

2015

1

DDR WSP&WWTP

13,258,370,002

594,545.74

2

DDR – CAP Urban
Road

25,780,046,404

1,158,653.77

39,038,416,406.0

1,753,199.51

Total

2016

2017

8,373,925,051
3,168,613,758

3,168,613,758

14,062,371,863
22,436,296,914

Accumulated

2,553,677,297

10,927,602,348

491,128

1,337,094,275

18,568,097,896

834,521

3,890,771,572

29,495,682,244

1,325,649

Note: This funding includes the supports for the implementation of the DDR-CAPs

2.

Appendix 2: Plan and implementation of livelihood restoration activities
Plan

No.

Name of uRP
Training course

1

DDR
WTP&WWTP;
DDR – CAP
Urban Road,

Budget
(USD)

Implementation
Partici
pant

Schedule

1.1 Small
Business
Setup/Upgrade

224.7

1

10/5/2018

1.2 Husbandry Handson Guide

672

3

1/4/2018

1.3
Cultivation
Renovation Support

244.7

1

1/3/2018

1.4 Mixed Agricultural
Economy Support

1.344

15

10/2/2018

8.988.7

20

10/12/2017

1.5 Car/truck Driving

Training course

Open car driving
class

Budget
(VND)

202,125,000

Participant
Schedule
Total

25

Male

20

Female

5

30/12/2017

48

1.6 Shoe making
1.7 Tailoring
1.8
Training
on
household
finance
management

1.9 Training on small
family business

672

3

2/2018

244.7

1

15/01/2018

2,898.9

2,898.9

43

43

11/01/2017

8/2017

1.10 Dissemination of
job ads information
193.2

43

1/12/2017

1.11 Dissemination of
effective
income
generating models

289.9

43

15/12/2017

1.12 Training on M&E
with focus on LIRP

2,022.5

30

10/11/2017

Total

3.

Training on
household
economic
development
planning skills

30,232,000

25

10

15

11/01/2017

Training on
household
business

32,113,000

25

13

12

07/8/2017

Distributing
leaflets for
project severely
affected
households

4,300,000

43

20

23

04/12/2017

20,662

0

268,770,000

118

63

55

Appendix 3: Special assistance payment for affected households in vulnerable group
No.

1

Vulnerable AHs

Special allowance
(VND)

Invalids and
martyrs

Other

Subtotal

5

6

11

Support for vulnerable households pursuant to
the
ADB
regulation:
7,000,000
49

VND/household;
Support for households with war invalids and
martyrs: 5,000,000 VND/household.

Total

5

6

11

67,000,0000

50

4. Minutes of compensation payment of DDR-CAPs

51

52

53

5. Appendix 5. Results of environmental monitoring in 1/2018

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

